commercial multi system

air to air
heat pumps

High technology,
energy saving
air conditioners,
ensuring increased
comfort by
individual control
and big flexibility

w w w. d a i k i n . e u

shops
restaurants
small offices

ABOUT DAIKIN
Daikin has a worldwide reputation based on almost 85 years’
experience in the successful manufacture of high quality air
conditioning equipment for industrial, commercial and residential
use.
DAIKIN QUALITY
Daikin’s much envied quality quite simply stems from the close
attention paid to design, production and testing as well as
aftersales support. To this end, every component is carefully
selected and rigorously tested to verify its contribution to product
quality and reliability.

ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS
Air Conditioning and the Environment
Air conditioning systems provide a significant level of indoor
comfort, making possible optimum working and living conditions
in the most extreme climates.
In recent years, motivated by a global awareness of the need to
reduce the burdens on the environment, some manufacturers
including Daikin have invested enormous efforts in limiting the
negative effects associated with the production and the operation
of air conditioners.
Hence, models with energy saving features and improved ecoproduction techniques have seen the light of day, making a
significant contribution to limiting the impact on the environment.
Daikin’s commitment to the environment
The pioneering concern for the environment and natural resources
is a part of the entire global Daikin operation at all levels:
from product design, manufacturing processes, down to the
responsibility each individual Daikin employee takes for the
environment.
This commitment is reflected in three areas: reducing waste in
manufacturing and operations, recycling materials, and designing
and producing energy-efficient climate control equipment.
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Daikin has extended its Sky Air inverter range with
the new CMSQ series. This inverter controlled
heat pump system is especially designed for
light commercial areas requiring multi application.
E.g. shops, restaurants, bars, hair dresser, small
offices or 2-store areas.
This R-410A system is available in 8 and 10HP,
three phase versions and reaches a COP of
4.1. The outdoor units are very flexible in
installation thanks to the increased piping
length of 200m and the possibility to install the
unit on the roof, placed against an outside wall
or even indoors.

CMSQ outdoor units are supported by Daikin’s
unique Round flow cassette (FMCQ) and the
well-known concealed ceiling unit (FMDQ).
Asymmetric combination of the indoor units is
allowed and individual control of each indoor unit
becomes possible. A big advantage for owners of
commercial spaces for making each space or room
as comfortable as possible for their customers.
Thanks to Daikin’s never ending investigation
and innovation, we succeeded in increasing your
comfort by means of very energy efficient units
which installation is very flexible and indoor units
that can be controlled individually.

DAIKIN heat pumps
combining efficiency and total comfort
At Daikin, we put our more than 50 years of experience in advanced heat pump technology at your service. Our
new generation of heat pumps are all-in-one heating and cooling solutions for your home. They see to it that your
home is comfortably warm in the winter and keep your home cool in summer. Because our systems extract thermal
energy from the ambient air (so-called air-to-air or air-to-water heat pumps), they are far more energy efficient and
emit far less CO2 than comparable fossil fuel based boiler systems. Good news for your energy bill and for the
environment!
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Ideal solution
for light commercial spaces

OUTDOOR UNIT: can be mounted easily on a roof, placed
against an outside wall or even located indoors.

REFNET: designed for simple installation

PIPING LENGTH INDOOR – OUTDOOR

Maximum piping length outdoor-all indoors: up to 200m
Maximum installation height difference outdoor- indoor: up to 30m
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Piping length indoor - indoor

Maximum inter unit level difference indoor-indoor: up to 4m

REMOTE CONTROLLERS: all indoor units can be controlled
individually via wired or infrared remote control
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CMSQ
Creating the highest
comfort levels
Inverter technology used in the CMSQ unit ensures the highest comfort levels. The automatic control of room
temperature makes that the actual sensed temperature in the room is at pre set level, ensuring it is never too cool
or too hot.
This is a major improvement over standard fixed speed models, which utilise continuous on/off switching of the
compressor, creating greater fluctuations in room temperatures.
Inverter technology offers improved levels of comfort:

›› Less frequent start/stop cycles
›› Capacity is automatically throttled back when set point is approached
›› Start-up time is reduced by 1/3
Heating operation:
Temperature / Power input

Temperature remains stable

Slow start

Air conditioning
without Inverter
Air conditioning
with Inverter

Set temp.

Time

Saving energy consumption
Based around Daikin’s well proven reluctance DC compressor motor technology, the CMSQ units deliver high energy
efficiency particularly in the mid to low settings, minimising annual electricity consumption and overall running costs.
The system also offers improved COP up to 4.10.
The application of inverter control saves energy for two basic reasons:

›› It enables compressor speed to vary according to the cooling/heating load and therefore consumes only the
power necessary to match that load.
›› In partial load conditions energy efficiency is higher.
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Energy saving technology
A. Reluctance DC compressor

scroll compressor

CMSQ outdoor units are equipped with a scroll compressor. The motor in the
compressor is transferred from the low pressure side to the high pressure
side. In this way superheat can be better controlled, resulting in better
performance.

Suction
Low pressure
side

Scroll
Discharge

The scroll compressor is driven by the newly developed motor enabling
better performance, higher energy efficiency resulting in high energy cost
savings:
›› Using 4 neodymium magnets. These magnets are more powerful than
the widely used ferrite types.

High pressure
side

Reluctance
DC Motor

B. Sine Wave DC inverter
Generates smooth inverter waveforms
to increase efficiency.

Rectangular wave

Sine wave PWM*

*Pulse Width Modulation

C. Fan motor
The DC fan motor offers substantial improvements in operating efficiency compared to conventional AC motors,
especially during low speed operation. Energy efficiency levels at low velocities in particular have been improved.
DC fan motor structure
DC motor efficiency
(comparison with a conventional AC motor)
100

Efficiency (%)

80

CMSQ

60

40
AC motor
20
200 300 400
0
Motor speed (rpm)

500

600

700

800

900

1000
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Individual control
All indoor units can be controlled individually (via wired or infrared remote
control) in order to provide an even higher comfort level towards your
customers. In this way all different areas in your shop (storage room and
shop), restaurant (bar, kitchen or dining area) or office (meeting room or
desks) can be set at a different temperature.

A. Infrared remote control
ON / OFF
›› Timer mode start/stop
›› Timer mode on/off
›› Programme time
›› Temperature setting
›› Air flow direction
›› Operating mode
›› Fan speed control
›› Filter sign reset
›› Inspection / test indication

INDOOR UNITS
FMCQ-A
FMDQ-B

INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL
BRC7F532F
BRC4C65

B. Wired remote control
BRC1D52
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›› Real time clock: indicates real time and day
›› Limit operation (min/max): room temperature is controlled within adjustable upper and lower
limits. Limit operation can be activated manually or by schedule timer
›› Schedule timer:
It is possible to programme a weekly schedule timer
It is possible to programme 5 actions for each day of the week
Home leave (frost protection): during absence, the indoor temperature can be maintained at
a certain level. This function can also switch the unit ON or OFF
›› Different levels of disabled buttons can be selected as follows:
Level 1: all buttons are accessible
Level 2: all buttons are disabled except for: ON / OFF, set temperature up/down, fan speed,
cooling/heating mode, enable/disable schedule timer, air flow direction adjustment button
Level 3: all buttons are disabled except for: ON / OFF, set temperature up/down, fan speed

C. Other control possibilities

connectable via interface adapter (optional)

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Individual control: set point, start/stop, fan speed
Schedule control
Flexible grouping in zones
Yearly schedule
Fire emergency stop control
Interlocking control
Automatic cooling/heating changeover
Heating optimization
Temperature limit
Password security: 3 levels (general, administration
& service)
Quick selection and full control
Simple navigation
Easy installation and labour saving
Compact design: limited installation space
Overall energy saving

connectable via interface adapter (optional)
›› Individual control: set point, start/stop, fan
speed
›› Group control
›› Schedule control
›› Fire emergency stop control
›› Interlocking control
›› Set point limitation
›› Automatic cooling/heating changeover
›› Power failure/release control
›› Temperature limit (automatic start)
›› Timer extension
›› Easy installation and labour saving
›› Compact design: limited installation space
›› Overall energy saving
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Flexible installation
& maintenance
A. Extended piping length
CMSQ units offer an extended piping length of 165m (190m equivalent
piping length) with a total system piping length (from the outdoor unit to all
indoor units) of 200m!
This makes installation easier for any required layout.
Level difference between outdoor and indoor is up to 30m.
Between the indoor units the difference in height can be up to 4m.

B. Flexible installation of the outdoor unit
The CMSQ units are flexible in installation. With the extended piping length
the outdoor unit can be installed where it suits you.
These outdoor units can be mounted easily on a roof, placed against an
outside wall or even located indoors.

C. Unified refnet piping
The unified Daikin REFNET piping system is especially designed for simple
installation.
The use of REFNET piping in combination with electronic expansion valves,
results in a dramatic reduction in imbalance in refrigerant flowing between
indoor units, despite the small diameter of the piping.
REFNET joints and headers (both accessories) can cut down on installation
work and increase system reliability.
Compared to regular T-joints, where refrigerant distribution is far from
optimal, the Daikin REFNET joints have specifically been designed to optimise
refrigerant flow.
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REFNET joint

Attached insulators for
REFNET joint

REFNET header

Attached insulators
for REFNET header

REFNET joint

T-joint

D. Anti corrosion treatment
Special anti corrosion treatment of the heat
exchanger provides 5 to 6 times more resistance
against acid rain and salt corrosion. The provision
of rust proof steel sheet on the underside of the
unit gives additional protection providing the
quality standard adapted by Daikin.

Improvement in
corrosion resistance

Corrosion resistance rating
Non-treated

Anti-corrosion treated

Salt corrosion

1

5 to 6

Acid rain

1

5 to 6

An anti-corrosion
heat exchanger

Heat exchanger

Cutaway view
Hydrophilic film
Aluminium
Corrosion-resistant
Acrylic resin
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Extremely quiet in operation
A. DAIKIN outdoor units
The sound pressure levels for CMSQ outdoor units are as low as 57 dB(A).
Daikin indoor units

›› Daikin FMCQ and FMDQ units operate at low sound levels: FMCQ goes down to 28 dBA,
whereas FMDQ goes down to 29 dBA.
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dB(A)

PERCEIVED LOUDNESS

SOUND

0

Treshold of hearing

-

20

Extremely soft

Rustling leaves

28

FMCQ-A

30

FMDQ-B

40

Very soft

Quiet room

60

Moderately loud

Normal conversation

80

Very loud

City traffic noise

100

Extremely loud

Symphonic orchestra

120

Threshold of feeling

Jet taking off

B. Night quiet function
load %

Peak in the outdoor temperature

—

Operation Sound dBA

—

Load %

—

Capacity %

10 hrs
(initial setting)

8 hrs
(initial
setting)

Night Mode
Level 1: 55dB
Level 2: 50dB
Level 3: 45dB
operation
sound
dBA

time
Night mode starts

Night mode ends

Notes:
This function is available for on site setting. The relationship between outdoor temperature (load) and time shown in the graph is merely an example.

During the night the sound level of the outdoor unit can be reduced for a certain period: starting time and ending
time can be input.
2 modes*1 with low sound level at night:
›› Mode 1 Automatic mode

Set on the outdoor PCB. Time of maximum temperature is memorised. The low operating mode will become
active 8 hours*2 after the peak temperature in the daytime and operation will return to normal after 10 hours*3.
›› Mode 2 Customized mode
Starting and ending times can be input. (External control adapter for outdoor unit, DTA104A61 or DTA104A62 and a
separately ordered timer are necessary.)
Notes:
*1.	Determine which mode to select depending on the climatic characteristics of each country.
*2.	Initial setting. Can be selected from 6, 8 and 10 hours.
*3.	Initial setting. Can be selected from 8, 9 and 10 hours.
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Indoor – outdoor
combinations

The CMSQ outdoor units can be connected to following indoor units:
›› FMCQ, Round flow cassette
›› FMDQ, Concealed ceiling unit
Asymmetric combination of all indoor units can be connected to the
outdoor unit.
The indoor units may be of different types (e.g. combination of Round flow
cassette and concealed ceiling unit) and even in different capacities (e.g.
71 and 125 class). All indoor units can be installed in the same room or in
different rooms and are always controlled individually from their own wired
or infrared remote control, providing your customers a higher comfort level.

OUTDOOR
TYPE

CMSQ200A

CMSQ200A

CMSQ200A
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NUMBER OF
CONNECTABLE INDOOR TYPE
INDOORS

2

3

4

FMCQ/FMDQ

FMCQ/FMDQ

FMCQ/FMDQ

CAPACITY
INDEX 1

CAPACITY
INDEX 2

50
50

CAPACITY
INDEX 3

CAPACITY
INDEX 4

TOTAL CAPACITY
INDEX

REFNET

50

100

KHRQ22M20TA

60

110

KHRQ22M20TA

50

71

121

KHRQ22M20TA

50

100

150

KHRQ22M20TA

50

125

175

KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

120

KHRQ22M20TA

60

71

131

KHRQ22M20TA

60

100

160

KHRQ22M20TA

60

125

185

KHRQ22M20TA

71

71

142

KHRQ22M20TA

71

100

171

KHRQ22M20TA

71

125

196

KHRQ22M20TA

100

100

200

KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

50

150

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

60

160

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

71

171

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

100

200

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

60

60

170

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

60

71

181

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

71

71

192

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

60

180

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

71

191

2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

50

200

3 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

OUTDOOR
TYPE

CMSQ250A

CMSQ250A

NUMBER OF
CONNECTABLE INDOOR TYPE
INDOORS

2

3

FMCQ/FMDQ

FMCQ/FMDQ

CAPACITY
INDEX 1

4

FMCQ/FMDQ

CAPACITY
INDEX 3

CAPACITY
INDEX 4

TOTAL
CAPACITY
INDEX

REFNET

50

100

150

KHRQ22M29T9

50

125

175

KHRQ22M29T9

60

71

131

KHRQ22M29T9

60

100

160

KHRQ22M29T9

60

125

185

KHRQ22M29T9

71

71

142

KHRQ22M29T9

71

100

171

KHRQ22M29T9

71

125

196

KHRQ22M29T9

100

100

200

KHRQ22M29T9

100

125

225

KHRQ22M29T9

125

125

50

50

50

250

KHRQ22M29T9

150

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

60

160

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

71

171

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

100

200

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

125

225

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA
KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

60

60

170

50

60

71

181

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

60

100

210

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA
KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

60

125

235

50

71

71

192

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

71

100

221

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

71

125

246

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

100

100

250

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

60

180

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

71

191

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

100

220

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

125

245

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

60

71

71

202

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

60

71

100

231

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

71

71

71

213

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

71

71

100

242

KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

50

50

200

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

50

60

210

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

50

71

221

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

250

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA (1)
2 x KHRQ22M29T9 + KHRQ22M20TA (2)

50
CMSQ250A

CAPACITY
INDEX 2

50

50

100

50

50

60

60

220

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

50

60

71

231

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

60

60

60

230

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

50

60

60

71

241

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

60

60

240

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

60

60

60

71

251

KHRQ22M29T9 + 2 x KHRQ22M20TA

Notes: (1) when indoor 100 is the first - (2) when indoor 50 is the first

Remark: in case 2 different refnets are being used, KHRQ22M29T9 needs to be installed first in line
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CMSQ-A

Outdoor unit
CMSQ-A

›› Especially developed for light commercial multi applications: shops,
restaurants, small offices …
›› Energy efficient: COP up to 4.1
›› 2 connectable indoor units: unique Round flow cassette (FMCQ) and
concealed ceiling unit (FMDQ)
›› Individual control: up to 4 indoors can be controlled individually
›› Asymmetric combination between indoor units is allowed
›› Minimum number of indoor units: 2, maximum number of indoor units: 4
›› Maximum connection ratio is 100%
›› Flexible installation and maintenance
›› Maximum piping lenght up to 200m and height difference (outdoor –
indoor unit) up to 30m
›› The outdoor unit can be mounted easily on a roof, placed against an
outside wall or even located indoors
›› Possibility to use Intelligent Touch Controller and Intelligent Manager
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CMSQ-A
HEATING & COOLING

CMSQ200A7W1B

CMSQ250A7W1B

kW
kW

20.0
22.4

25.0
28.0

cooling

kW

6.60

6.74

heating

kW

5.80

6.83

EER

3.03

3.71

COP

3.86

cooling
heating

Nominal capacity
Nominal input

Power supply

4.10

W1

Dimensions

HxWxD

Weight

mm
kg

3N~, 400V, 50Hz
1,680x635x765

1,680x930x765

159

187

Colour

Daikin White

External static pressure

Pa

Sound pressure level

cooling

dB(A)

Sound level, night quiet mode

level1-level2-level3

dB(A)

Sound power level (nom)

cooling

dB(A)

Compressor

50 Pa in high static pressure
57

59
55-50-45

78

type

81
Hermitically sealed scroll compressor

Refrigerant type

R-410A

Refrigerant charge

kg

6.2

Refrigerant oil

7.7
Synthetic (ether) oil

Refrigerant oil charge

l

Maximum piping length (outdoor to all indoor units)

m

1.7
200

Maximum installation height difference (outdoor-indoor units)

m

30

Maximum interunit level difference (indoor-indoor)

m

4

Maximum connectable indoor units
Piping connections
Operation range

2.1

4
liquid

mm

9.52

gas

mm

cooling

from ~ to

°CDB

15.9
- 5.0 ~ 43.0

19.1

heating

from ~ to

°CWB

- 20.0 ~ 15.0

OPTIONAL ACCESsORIES
NAME OF OPTION

CMSQ200A7W1B

Refnet header
Refnet joint
Central drain pan kit

CMSQ250A7W1B
KHRQ22M29H
KHRQ22M20T

-

KHRQ22M29T9

KWC26B160

KWC26B280
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FMCQ-A
Roundflow Cassette

Roundflow Cassette
FMCQ-A

Attractive and modern design
›› Modern style decoration panel is now available in 2 different colours:
• White (RAL9010) with grey louvers
• White with white louvers (RAL9010)
›› The new colour is especially designed for modern commercial
interiors.

Higher comfort level
›› 360° air discharge ensures uniform air flow and temperature
distribution
›› Air discharge from the corners avoids dead zones that may be subject
to temperature differences
›› Comfortable horizontal air discharge ensures draught free operation
and prevents ceiling soiling
›› 23 different air flow patterns enables the unit to be installed in corners
or small rooms
›› Fresh air intake: up to 20%
Roundflow

4-Way blow

3-Way blow

2-Way blow

360° radial round flow enables
uniform air flow distribution

Flexible installation

FMCQ50-60A
ceiling void:
214mm
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›› The thin body of the unit is the solution for customers requiring a
compact unit for use with false ceilings
›› The required installation height is only 214mm for class 50-60

White with white louvers

White with grey louvers

FMCQ-A
Nominal capacity

cooling
heating

kW
kW

Dimensions (HxWxD)

unit

mm

Weight

unit

kg

FMCQ50A7VEB

FMCQ60A7VEB

5.0
5.6

6.0
6.7

7.1
8.0

Sound pressure level (H/L)
Sound power level

246x840x840

288x840x840
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24

26

cooling

m3/min

15.5/10.0

16.5/11.0

23.5/14.5

26.5/17.0

33.0/20.0

heating

m3/min

15.0/9.5

17.5/12.0

23.5/14.5

28.0/17.5

33.0/20.0

cooling

dB(A)

33/28

34/29

38/32

41/33

44/34

heating

dB(A)

33/28

36/30

38/32

42/34

44/34

cooling

dB(A)

51

52

55

58

61

VE

1~,220-240/220,50Hz/60Hz

Refrigerant type

R-410A
liquid

mm

6.35

9.52

gas

mm

12.7

15.9

drain

mm

VP25 (O.D. 32, I.D. 25)

Infrared remote control

BRC7F532F

Wired remote control

BRC1D528
model

Decoration panel

12.5
14.0

Galvanised steel plate

Power supply

Piping connections

10.0
11.2

204x840x840

Casing
Air flow rate (H/L)

FMCQ71A7VEB FMCQ100A7VEB FMCQ125A7VEB

BYCQ140CW1 / BYCQ140CW1W

colour

White (RAL9010) with grey louvers / White with white louvers (RAL 9010)

dimensions (HxWxD)

mm

weight

kg

50x950x950
5.5

options
FMCQ50A7VEB
Decoration panel
Long life replacement filter

non woven type

Fresh air intake kit (20% fresh air intake)

chamber type

Sealing member of air discharge outlet

FMCQ60A7VEB

FMCQ71A7VEB FMCQ100A7VEB FMCQ125A7VEB

BYCQ140CW1 / BYCQ140CW1W
KAFP551K160
KDDQ55C140
KDBHQ55C140
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FMDQ-B
Inverter driven concealed ceiling unit

Inverter driven concealed ceiling unit
FMDQ-B

›› Reduction in power consumption thanks to DC inverter fans
›› Improved comfort thanks to 3-step airflow control
›› External static pressure up to 120 Pa facilitates the use with flexible ducts
of variying lengths: ideal for shops and medium size offices
›› Possibility to change ESP through wired remote control allows optimisation
of the supply air volume
›› Blends unobtrusively with any interior décor: only the suction and
discharge grilles are visible
2

2

2
1

L-shaped room

1

U-shaped room

1

Long room

1

suction grille

2

discharge grill (field
supply of the flexible
ducts

›› Home leave operation saves energy during absence
›› Quiet operation: down to 29 dBA sound pressure level
›› Standard air filter: removes airborne dust particles to ensure a steady supply
of clean air
›› Easy installation thanks to automatic air flow adjustment towards nominal air
flow rate
›› Built-in drain pump as standard increases reliability of the drain system
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FMDQ-B
Nominal capacity
Nominal input

cooling

kW

FMDQ50B7VEB
5.0

FMDQ60B7VEB
6.0

heating

kW

5.6

6.7

8.0

12.5

14.0

cooling

kW

0.192

0.142

0.163

0.247

0.303

0.142

0.163

0.247

0.303

heating

kW

0.192

Dimensions (HxWxD)

unit

mm

300x700x700

Weight

unit

kg

31

300x1,000x700
41

Sound pressure level (H/L)
Sound power level

52
39/28

cooling

m³/min

16/11

19.5/16

25/20

32/23

heating

m³/min

16/11

19.5/16

25/20

32/23

39/28

cooling

dB(A)

37/29

37/30

38/32

38/32

40/33

heating

dB(A)

37/29

37/30

38/32

38/32

40/33

cooling

dB(A)

63

59

63

61

66

R-410A
liquid

6.4

9.5

gas

12.7

15.9

drain

VP25 (O.D.32/I.D25)

Air filter

Resin net with mold resistance

Drain-up height

mm

625

Power supply

VE

1~, 220-240/220, 50/60Hz

infrared remote control

BRC4C65

Wired remote control

BRC1D528
model

Decoration panel

51

Galvanised steel / non painted

Refrigerant type
Piping connections

300x1,400x700
51

Casing
Air flow rate (H/L)

FMDQ71B7VEB FMDQ100B7VEB FMDQ125B7VEB
7.1
10.0
12.5

dimensions (HxWxD)

mm

weight

kg

BYBS45DJW1

BYBS71DJW1

BYBS125DJW1

55x800x500

55x1,100x500

55x1,500x500

3.5

4.5

6.5

options
Decoration panel
Air discharge adapter for round duct
Simplified remote control

FMDQ50B7VEB
BYBS45D
KDAJ25K56A

FMDQ60B7VEB FMDQ71B7VEB FMDQ100B7VEB FMDQ125B7VEB
BYBS71D
BYBS125D
KDAJ25K71A

Remote conrol for hotel use

BRC3A61

Option PCB for external el. Heater, humidifier and/or hour meter (1) (2) (3) (4)

EKRP1B2A

Wiring adaptor for electrical appendices (1) (2) (4)

KRP2A51

Wiring adaptor for electrical appendices (2) (4)

KRP4A51

Remote sensor

KRCS01-1

Central remote control
Electrical box with earth terminal (3 blocks)
Unified ON/OFF control
Electrical box with earth terminal (2 blocks)

DCS302CA51
KJB311A
DCS301BA51
KJB212A

Schedule timer

DST301BA51

External adaptor for outdoor unit (installation on indoor unit) (4)

DTA104A61

Mounting plate fior adaptor PCB

KDAJ25K140A

BRC2C51

KRP4A96

(1) Electrical heater and humidifier are field supply. These parts should not be installed inside the equipment (refer to installatio nmanual EKRP1B2A).
(2) If installing an electrical heater, an option PCB for external electrical heater (EKRP1B2) for each indoor unit is required. high efficiency filter in the unit,
an assembly chamber for either bottom or rear suction is required.
(3) An electrical heater can not be used for VRV system cooling only.
(4) Mounting plate KRP4A96 is required for these options. Maximum 2 option PCB’s can be mounted.
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POWER Supply
VE = 1~, 220-240V, 50Hz/60Hz
W1 = 3N~, 400V, 50Hz

MEASURING
Conditions
HEATing & cooling
1) nominal cooling capacities are based on:
indoor temperature
outdoor temperature
refrigerant piping length
level difference
2) nominal heating capacities are based on:
indoor temperature
outdoor temperature
refrigerant piping length
level difference

27°CDB/19°CWB
35°CDB
7.5m
0m
20°CDB
7°CDB/6°CWB
7.5m
0m

The sound pressure level is measured via a microphone at a certain distance from
the unit. It is a relative value, depending on the distance and acoustic environment
(for measuring conditions: please refer to the technical databooks).
The sound power level is an absolute value indicating the “power” which a sound
source generates.
For more detailed information please consult our technical databooks.
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Daikin air conditioners offer a comprehensive range of features to enhance your comfort. In this catalogue, main
features are represented by following pictogrammes:

‘We Care’ Icons
A number of ‘We Care’ icons are highlighted in
green throughout the catalogue to indicate product
features that have an impact on reducing energy
consumption:
Energy efficiency
Daikin air conditioners are energy efficient and economical.

Home leave operation
During absence, the indoor temperature can be maintained
at a certain level.
Fan only
The air conditioner can be used as fan, blowing air without
cooling or heating.

Comfort
Draught prevention
When starting to warm up or when the thermostat is off, the air
discharge direction is set horizontally and the fan to low speed, to
prevent draught. After warming up, air discharge and fan speed are
set as desired.
Whisper quiet
Daikin indoor units are whisper quiet. Also the outdoor units are
guaranteed not to disturb the quiet of the neighbourhood.
Auto cooling-heating changeover
Automatically selects cooling or heating mode to achieve the set
temperature (heat pump types only).

Air flow
Ceiling soiling prevention
A special function prevents air blowing out too long in horizontal
position, to prevent ceiling stains.
Horizontal auto swing
Possibility to select automatic horizontal moving of the air discharge
louvre, for uniform air flow and temperature distribution.
Fan speed steps
Allows to select up to the given number of fan speed.

Humidity control
Dry programme
Allows humidity levels to be reduced without variations in room
temperature.

Air treatment
Air filter
Removes airborne dust particles to ensure a steady supply of clean
air.

Remote control & timer
Timer
Allows to preset the air conditioner to start/stop at a specified time.
Weekly timer
Timer can be set to start heating or cooling anytime on a daily or
weekly basis.
Infrared remote control
Infrared remote control with LCD to start, stop and regulate the air
conditioner from a distance.
Wired remote control
Wired remote control to start, stop and regulate the air conditioner
from a distance.
Centralised control
Centralised control to start, stop and regulate several air conditioners
from one central point.

Other functions
Auto-restart
The unit restarts automatically at the original settings after power
failure.
Self-diagnosis
Simplifies maintenance by indicating system faults or operating
anomalies.
Drain pump kit
Facilitates condensation draining from the indoor unit.
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Daikin Europe N.V. is approved by LRQA for its Quality
Management System in accordance with the ISO9001
standard. ISO9001 pertains to quality assurance
regarding design, development, manufacturing as
well as to services related to the product.

ISO14001 assures an effective environmental
management system in order to help protect human
health and the environment from the potential impact
of our activities, products and services and to assist
in maintaining and improving the quality of the
environment.

The present leaflet is drawn up by way of information only and
does not constitute an offer binding upon Daikin Europe N.V.. Daikin
Europe N.V. has compiled the content of this leaflet to the best
of its knowledge. No express or implied warranty is given for the
completeness, accuracy, reliability or fitness for particular purpose
of its content and the products and services presented therein.
Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Daikin
Europe N.V. explicitly rejects any liability for any direct or indirect
damage, in the broadest sense, arising from or related to the use
and/or interpretation of this leaflet. All content is copyrighted by
Daikin Europe N.V.

Daikin units comply with the European regulations
that guarantee the safety of the product.
Daikin products are distributed by:

Daikin Europe N.V. participates in the Eurovent
Certification Programme for Air Conditioners (AC),
Liquid Chilling Packages (LCP) and Fan Coil Units (FC);
the certified data of certified models are listed in the
Eurovent Directory. Multi units are Eurovent certified
for combinations up to 2 indoor units.

Naamloze Vennootschap
Zandvoordestraat 300
B-8400 Oostende, Belgium
www.daikin.eu
BTW: BE 0412 120 336
RPR Oostende
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Daikin’s unique position as a manufacturer of
air conditioning equipment, compressors and
refrigerants has led to its close involvement in
environmental issues.
For several years Daikin has had the intention
to become a leader in the provision of products
that have limited impact on the environment.
This challenge demands the eco design and
development of a wide range of products
and an energy management system, resulting
in energy conservation and a reduction of
waste.

